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A life long gambler and researcher of the science and psychology of gambling, Dr. Tran offers his

wisdom on the art of winning. In this trailblazing short work, he points out why the probability theory

is an incomplete description of the games of chances, and why it is necessary to modify your

thinking to improve your chances of winning. Real-life gamblers will reap immediate benefits with Dr.

Tran's "Five must-know laws of losing" and "Five must-know rules of winning." In brief, this is a work

that must be read and understood by all serious gamblers.About the author: Dr. Tran holds a B.S.

and a Ph.D. in chemical engineering. With expert-level practical experience in statistics and

probability acquired in a long career in the high tech equipment industry, he started to question the

completeness of the probability theory in random processes such as the games of chances popular

in the world of gambling. This guide is an updated and enhanced version of a chapter in his 2003

book "Symmetry and the End of Probability."
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This is a small book , to be read not once , but over and over again , by anyone , wether already a

gambler , or contemplating to become one. If you're lucky , you have digested this book before you



enter your first casino. For others , its never to late to learn what T.Tran has to say. Filled with

nuggets , each of them can at least save you money , or even win you some.You want an example

of a nugget ? Here is one : Quote " You have to make your own decision here;but I can tell you that

if I have to choose between being called a "superstitious winner" and a "scientific loser" , I will

choose the first without blinking an eye. "If you understand what is written here , and can aply it in

your gambling live , you'll be on the right path to becomming a winner. For a price less than one

small casino chip , I say : Buy this book , you should be a better gambler after you read it.
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